Failing to address these items would have meant failing to resp the manifest concerns of Congress.
One can argue that Congress was irresponsibly vague, that i to provide the necessary guidance in structuring a research age that it undermined the possibility of finding out what works b} too many other items on the agenda. But these arguments all mi essential point: Congressional action requires coalitions; coa] politics requires vagueness and multiple agenda items. In some instances, äs YIEPP illustrates, the demands of coalition polit the demands of rigorous research are not incompatible. One can expect them to be compatible in all, or even most, instances. knowledge of politics, in other words, should shape our sense c we can feasibly expect of Congress in setting the initial condi large-scale research on social Problems.
Ordinary knowledge of administration also played an imports in the knowledge development process. Federal employment and t programs are administered through units of state and local gove which are in some senses autonomous, but which also assume the authority of the federal government to make contracts for the c of Services.
When a shift in policy creates new demands on that System, units are entitled to ask a host of practical questions about t consequences of those demands. How should new programs be mesh existing delivery structures? How should the competing demands Services for youths and adults be sorted out administratively, organizationally, and politically at the local level? If local employment training programs are supposed to be coordinated wit educational Systems, what is acceptable evidence of coordinatic how have other jurisdictions responded to the requirement? If people are to be given clear expectations of performance äs a c for participation in employment programs, what constitutes sati Performance and what happens to those young people who do not m expectations?
Again, these questions are relatively far removed from the ventional social science questions about Treatment A and Treatm but they describe knowledge that plays an important role in ade Congress's concerns about whether new programs can be made to w administratively. Moreover, since the administrative structure composed not just of functionaries working under contract to th federal government, but also of governors, mayors, legislators, members, and the like, who are elected officials in their own r these people are entitled to answers.
If we probe far enough into the administrative structure, w eventually reach the people who call employers to ask if they v; willing to hire a young person, who teach reading, multiplicati long division to 18-year-old dropouts, who try to find housing young man who is sleeping in his car, and who try to find child for a young woman who is about to leave the weifare roles and s working äs an orderly in a nursing hörne.
These people ask a different order of question.  If we add section to our remedial General Equivalency Diploma course, whc

